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                             To the company director 

 
Offer grain cleaning and grading machines of AGRO-VIGS LLC 

 

“AGRO-VIGS” Research and Production Company” LLC   successfully works in Ukraine and on the 
foreign markets since 2008.  
Our company produces air wind grain cleaning and grading machines. The principle of operation is 
based on the aerodynamic method of separation without using screen (sieves). 
Our grain cleaning machines is highly cost-effective, grain and environmentally friendly, efficient and 
reliable. It`s a new quality standards for grain cleaning. 
The model range our separators is divided into two lines: Stationary and Self-moving machines 

Open wind tunnel grain aerodynamic separators ISM 3-150  
This type machine designed for clean all type of grain, coarse grain, fine grain and 
legumes. Easy to set machine up and run, just done in minutes. Grain cleaning by air 
flow, without damage of the screen. 

Cleaning capacity from 3 TPH up to 150 TPH  
(available power machines 3/5/10/15/20/30/40/50/100/150 TPH) 
      The price starts from 1450 euro, FCA Kharkov, Ukraine. 

Recycled wind tunnel grain aerodynamic separators ISM CSC 5-150 

This type machine designed for clean all type of grain, coarse grain, fine 
grain and legumes without dust  by using cyclone-setting complex (CSC) of 
closed cycle. Energy savings up to 30% compared with the ISM 

Cleaning capacity from 3 TPH  up to 150 TPH (available power machines 
5/10/15/20/30/40/50/100/150 TPH) 

The price starts from 2790 euro, FCA Kharkov, Ukraine. 

Mobile cleaning complex SOC-25 
It`s high-tech multi-functional mobile machines for grain 
cleaning and calibration. Many operations in one process: 

Feed of the unpeeled grains (heap) 
Heap cleaning 
Grain drying 
Seed calibration  
Grain loading 
Discharge of the non-grain wastes into the container. 

                                            The price starts from 15700 euro, FCA Kharkov, Ukraine. 
 
Else is available Additional equipment for ISM separators 
More details see on our website:  http://agro-vigs.com/en/mobile-mini-elevator.html 
We provide complex service, contact us and we will pick up a complete set of grain cleaning machines 
under your requirements!  
All grain cleaning machines manufactured by “AGRO-VIGS” LLC   have European CE certificate. 
  

We hope for long-term and mutually beneficial cooperation! 


